NOTE:
1. This Aluminum lug is terminated by CIT Crimp Die P/N 999-63006-200.

**Legend Approx as shown**

- **Aluminum**
  - **Material Description**: Al Lug, 2 gage
  - **Finish Description**: Straight

- **Nickel**
  - **Material Description**: Tensolite
  - **Finish Description**: A CARLISLE Company

**Dimensions in Inches**
- **Angle Tolerances**: ±0.5
- **Whole Numbers**: ±0.5
- **One Place Decimals**: ±0.25
- **Two Place Decimals**: ±0.10

**Design, Configuration and Mechanical Features Revealed on This Drawing Are the Sole Property of Tensolite a Carlisle Company and Are Not to Be Disclosed to Other Parties Without Express Consent and Approval of Tensolite.**

**Mass = 14.8g Max**